




Two neutron stars colliding…
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First known GRB detected 2nd

July 1967 by US Vela 4 
satellites.

GRB 670702

Strong & Klebesadel 1976



• Obviously overlap

• Detector dependent

• Redshift dependent 
(in complicated 
ways)

Kouveliotou et al. 1993
Mazets et al. 1982

LONG

SHORT

CGRO/BATSE



“Standard picture” ultra-relativistic jet produces prompt 
emission via internal shocks from shell collisions within jet, and 
afterglow emission via shocking of ambient medium.

Rees & Meszaros 1994,97
Piran et al. 1993 



Rarer and fainter => slow progress

Nicuesa Guelbenzu et al. 2012
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050709B

Fox et al.

Host galaxies span a much larger range of stellar populations 
than long-GRBs.

Consistent with NS compact binaries, with long merger times.



050709B

Fox et al.

Host galaxies span a much larger range of stellar populations 
than long-GRBs.

Consistent with NS compact binaries, with long merger times.Fong et al. 2013



Sometimes apparently 
far from their host.

Rowlinson et al. 2010

Consistent with some neutron stars being given large kicks during 
asymmetric supernvovae (over Gyr can move far from host).

e.g. GRB090515 afterglow 
R~26.5 at 2 hours post 
burst.  No obvious host.



Pagel 1997



Easiest way to make heavier nuclei via neutron capture.

Expect peaks at nucleon “magic numbers” (closed shells occuring at 
2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126…)



Find peaks as 
expected (s), but 

also offset (r) peaks.
B2FH 1957

How to explain the “r” peaks?  
(and elements above Bi209)

Answer: very rapid neutron 
capture to build up highly 
unstable species.  

Requires extreme neutron rich 
(low “electron fraction”) 
environment!

Long speculated may occur in 
core-collapse supernova 
explosions (but actually, the 
necessary conditions are hard 
to make.)



Neutron stars in compact binary merger - some material is ejected (tidally, 
through collisional debris and disk winds), naturally high neutron density.  



Korobkin et al. 2012

Radioactive heating 
powers kilonova (aka. 
Macronova; Li & 
Paczynski 1998). 
Energetics depend on 
expelled mass and 
velocity.

Decay may produce 
the stable r-process 
elements (Lattimer & 
Schramm 1974)



Synthesised lanthanides and actinides 
have complex electron shell 
structures (f-shell valence electrons), 
and very large numbers of allowed 
electron transitions. 

Leads to high opacity due to line 
blanketing expected to greatly 
attenuate optical, leading to 
predominantly nIR emission.

Rosswog et al. 2013
Piran et al. 2013
Kasen et al. 2013
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Barnes & Kasen et al. 2013



9 day 30 day
Relatively bright burst 
and unambiguously 
short duration. z=0.36



Comparison to Barnes & 
Kasen (2013) kilonova
models suggests ejected 

mass ~0.05 M¤

Tanvir, Levan et al. 2013
Berger et al. 2013
Fong et al. 2014



Potentially rich variety of 
astrophysical phenomena 

associated with NS mergers.

Fernandez & Metzger 2016

cocoon



Known SGRBs would be very 
bright (unmissable) if  they 
occurred within LIGO horizon.

Gamma-ray satellites 
generally have very wide fields 
(and poor spatial resolution)



Rowlinson et al 2010

Nearest SGRB so far found by Swift is 
GRB 080905A at d~500 Mpc



NS-NS/NS-BH inspirals and mergers are primary targets of 
advanced generation GW detectors. First detection of a BH-BH 
system by LIGO on 14th Sep 2015!





Remarkable breakthrough – first three detector event!



Even more remarkable, a bright NS binary merger!



Even more remarkable, a bright NS binary merger!



Not only that, but accompanied by a short-GRB!!



GW 170817



GW 170817



GW 170817



GW 170817

O/IR (X/Radio) counterpart discovery

Abbott et al. 2017, ApJL



Much lost 
sleep to 
produce this 
movie!

GW 170817



Much lost 
sleep to 
produce this 
movie!

GW 170817
Tanvir et al. 2017, ApJL, 848, L27



Evans/Tanvir – G170817 : 19/10/2017

Kilonova modelling - IR

35
35

Tanvir et al. 2017, ApJL, 848, L27
Models from Wollaeger et al 2017



Evans/Tanvir – G170817 : 19/10/2017

Kilonova modelling - IR

36
36

Tanvir et al. 2017, ApJL, 848, L27



VLT X-shooter 
spectroscopy 
(Pian et al. 2017)

GW 170817
Pian et al. 2017; Smartt et al. 2017



Evans/Tanvir – G170817 : 19/10/2017

Spectral evolution

38Pian et al, Smartt et al. (VLT)

Tanvir et al (HST / MUSE)

Broad features indicate v>~0.1c, and roughly 
match neodymium models of Kasen et al. 2013.



Evans/Tanvir – G170817 : 19/10/2017

Spectral evolution

39Pian et al, Smartt et al. (VLT)

Tanvir et al (HST / MUSE)

Broad features indicate v>~0.1c, and roughly 
match neodymium models of Kasen et al. 2013.

Kasen et al. 2017







If  jet has to penetrate ejected material, then it should 
form cocoon structure, as is thought to happen in 
collapsar jets.

Likely gave rise to the gamma-rays (e.g. Gottlieb et al. 
arXiv:1710.05896 etc. etc.).

Off-axis jet (afterglow) 
emission may have 
produced late-time X-ray 
and radio e.g. Troja et al. 
arXiv:1710.05433.

Levan et al. 2007
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• Multi-messenger GW/EM astronomy has started!

• GW170817 confirms heavy (and probably light) r-process elements produced 
in significant amounts in such mergers. The models for kilonova emission have 
proven remarkably good.

• Other ramifications: GW and EM both travel at c. The Hubble constant can be 
estimated via the standard siren method.

• LIGO/Virgo down for ~12 months for upgrades.  

• O3 expected to enhance sensitivity ~1.5x range.

• How lucky was it to see a gamma-ray signal? Swift tells us such events are 
rare.

• Will all events be optically bright even for a short time? More edge-on systems 
and NSBH may be much fainter optically, making nIR searches more crucial.


